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Abstract: This paper presents early stages in the development of a brain-computer-interface-controlled mobile robot. The robot is aimed at performing 

well-defined daily tasks upon the choice and on behalf of a user. In order to facilitate controlling the robot, we aim for an interface that is able to learn the 
behavior and preferences of the user from the history of interactions performed assuming that at any point in time the previously observed actions capture 

all purposeful behavior. We built on recent advances in neuroscience, robotics and machine learning to demonstrate that it is possible to control a robot, 

accurately and reliably, by decoding scalp-recorded non-invasive Electroencephalographic (EEG) potentials into user intentions.  

Introduction 

Non-invasive EEG-based Brain Computer Interfaces (BCIs) allow interaction between humans and the external world by translating signals recorded 

from human scalp into user intentions. Currently available BCI applications make use of typical EEG features, such as Steady-State Visually Evoked 
Potentials (SSVEPs) and Event-Related Potentials (ERPs), e.g. P300. In these paradigms, the user interface presents special visual stimuli to the user, 

whose intentions are encoded by simply concentrating on one of the stimuli. Online processing of recorded brain signals (only at limited time windows 

after the stimuli onset) reveals the stimulus the user concentrated on. This information is then used to determine the underlying user intentions which are 
finally mapped into application-specific commands.   

This breaks the interaction problem into a sequence of informative commands. The rate, at which these commands arrive, however, is yet low and, as 

well, is their signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Adopting the definition of the interaction problem as in [1], which states that the interaction is considered as a 

negotiated control process where the user works with the system to communicate intentions, we do aim at improving the system negotiation capabilities 
while having the aforementioned low throughput and low SNR of the interface. Dynamic and efficient switching between the interface paradigms (e.g. 

P300, SSVEP) plays a significant role in this context.  

When it comes to robotics applications, this motivates the need for intelligent and autonomous robots, since autonomy enables the mobile robot to 
handle high-level commands (e.g. open the main door, which might be composed of a sequence of low-level commands such as: go to entrance, find the 

door, hold the door handle, push) which don't need to arrive at fine-grained time slots, and intelligence enables it to deal with dynamic environments and 

unforeseen situations. 

Methods 

Two separate control experiments were performed as a proof of concept. Firstly, the SSVEP paradigm was tested in a tight control scenario, where the 

user aimed at manipulating the end-effector of a robot in order to insert a key in a keyhole and to open a door. Four repetitive visual stimuli with different 
frequencies (8.57, 10, 12, 15Hz) were simultaneously presented to the user to command the motion of the key. EEG signals were recorded from the visual 

cortex. 

Secondly, the usage of the P300 paradigm in a pick-and-place scenario was examined. Possible actions were presented to the user who was asked to 

count the number of times his/her intended action was flashed on screen. This ensured the user engagement in the experiment. 

Results and work in progress 

Both experiments have shown successful accomplishment of the intended goals. However, several misclassifications of user intentions resulted in 

wrong actions taken by the robot, leading to a low interaction quality. 

In order to mitigate these errors, we are currently working on making use of Error-related Potentials (ErrPs), a special kind of signals, elicited in the 
brain correlated with the awareness of erroneous responses by oneself or by observed humans or robots.  In [2] and [3], it was shown that ErrPs are evoked 

when users find a mismatch between their intended selection and the choice inferred by the system. Consequently, ErrPs can be used as metric to measure 

performance on all levels of a brain-computer interface, i.e. the used classifiers, the interface design, as well as the chosen robot autonomy level. 
Furthermore, this metric can be used to update and adapt the system components to reflect user preferences. For example, frequent recognition of ErrPs 

when using a SSVEP-based brain-computer interface, suggests low quality of the classifier in use, and thus can be used to trigger classifier updates based 

on the log of recent and old acquired brain activity.  

On a different level, ErrPs have the potential to help achieving efficient switching between different interaction paradigms and the update of provided 
choices for each paradigm. One way to do this is to start with a well-designed or even a random switching/update policy and let the user act as a critical 

observer of actions taken by the interface. The interface then uses ErrPs to optimize the used policy. Reinforcement learning theory is seen as a promising 

approach that can guarantee convergence to an optimal policy on a long term basis. 
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